Struggle (TBD)
Beat: Life’s struggle by artist 宋岳庭
Lyrics: Justin aka Lil J
Verse 1:
After World War I what’s going to happen
Soldier coming back from war but now’s Great Depression
There are reasons, it is people’s bad decision
Now America’s facing a difficult situation
Stock Market Crash of 1929
Where did my money go where can they be find
The Eye lashes company can no longer survive
Poor Autumn I hope she won’t starve to die
12 point 9 millions bond are sold
One half of the nations bank are closed
Wondering what happened on Black Thursday
Saving for their money they are really running on the way
15 millions people are unemployed
Lower the wages lowest point
The snowball effect is getting bigger
Many Agricultural production but there’s no buyer
What happen to the farmer what should they do
When there’s people on the street begging for food
Everything right now just seems falling apart
Should the farmer help them or should they not.
Unregulated bank runs since 1930
Johny buying a car he got no money
Honey People need their own jewelry
No more iced out but why it’s so silly
After all we got SEC
I call his twin brother FDIC
You see saving for that bond and gold
Anduolol where did you money goooo skr
2 miles high of dust blizzard
Dirty 30s is the veggie killer
Hoover seems like he did his best
Matter fact it’s all useless at the end
Hook:
Life’s struggle, gotta be strong
However all these days people are still in big trouble
And Everyday problems they are going to face

And Many times they lost their warm heart place x2

Verse 2:
Roosevelt helping people with the new deal
Innocent are in concentration camp too
The most complicated period of time
Deep in I really have lotta emotion in mind
Pre plan attack of Pearl Harbor
Because Japan ain’t making the U.S dollar
However it does light up the lit
Now the whole world is pretty much on fire
Manhattan project for the atomic bomb
Why my body right now is going numb
Hiroshima and Nagasaki
The darkest time of the human history
Why the people keep killing each other
What is wrong with the human nature
Right now it seems like there’s globo peace
But there are so many still don’t have a place to live

Hook:
Life’s struggle, gotta be strong
However all these days people are still in big trouble
And Everyday problems they are going to face
And Many times they lost their warm heart place x2

